Ayako Endo GlassPaint & FabricPaint COLLECTION
in Japan Expo15 WABI-SABI Paris
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The World of Ayako Endo
Drawing the Heart of Japanese with French Colors
Glass & Fabric Painting Artist Ayako Endo
Fascinated by beauty of colors, I have painted on glasses and fabrics with my theme "Color your life" for two decades.
This time I tried to express the Heart of Japanese - Enjoy the Elegance of Seasons - for Japan Expo 15 WABI-SABI.
Drawing on glass
Sake cups for enjoying the beauty of the moon, A glass tea bowl
with summer blue etc…
Drawing on fabric
A summer tapestry and bag made by Japanese traditional
texture etc…
Japan Expo15 WABI-SABI in Paris
Ayako Endo Glass & fabric painting artist
"I hope you enjoy my new work the Heart of Japanese."
"I'm waiting for you at Japan Expo 15."
Ayako Endo's works were introduced on WABI-SABI facebook
page on June 2nd.

Japan Expo15 WABI-SABI
Date: July 2nd to 6th
Location: Paris, France
Venue: Nord Villepinte

September25ArtStudio
Niigata Studio 1-33-18 Kobari, Nishi-ku, Niigata-shi, Niigata
Tokyo Studio 2F 1-6-5 Muromachi, Nihonbashi, Chuo-ku, Tokyo
Atelier
1976-2 Kakudahama, Nishiura-ku, Niigata-shi, Niigata
Phone +81-25-211-4757 Mobile +81-90-2432-9128

http://september25.biz

sep25endo@gmail.com

遠藤綾子 Ayako Endo
Glass & Fabric Painting Artist
The Principal of September 25 Art Studio
A Certified Master Teacher from Pebeo Inc.,
She'd been born in a family running a soysauce maker established in Edo era in
Niigata and studied interior design,
Japanese flower arrangement and Japanese
tea ceremony at an art college in Kyoto.
She got an experience as a marketer in
design department of a consumerelectronics maker after graduation.
After she got married, she built her career
as a magazine editor and also an event
producer, then started producing glass and
fabric painting from when she knew the
Pebeo's paint colors by chance.
1994 Ayako Endo established the September 25 Art Studio
The Ayako Endo Exhibition started in Niigata and Tokyo
2004 She got a certification of the Master Teacher from Pebeo Inc.,
2008 She published a book "Glass Painting"
2012 An exhibition in Montrey, California, the U.S.
She got an award from Japan Handicraft Instractor's
Association
2014 Japan Expo 15 in Paris, France
Special Thanks Local brewery in Sado Island, Hokusetsu Sake Brewery Co., Ltd.
Fablic gallary, Mizuta Co., Ltd.
Furniture maker, ISHIMOKU Co., Ltd.

Ayako Endo GlassPaint & FabricPaint COLLECTION in Japan Expo15 WABI-SABI Paris
The World of Ayako Endo
Drawing the Heart of Japan in French Colors
Glass & Fabric Painting Artist Ayako Endo
This time for Japan Expo 15 project, I collaborated with three traditional companies in Niigata,
Japan.
I hope you enjoy my new work "The Heart of Japanese -Enjoy the Elegance of seasons-".
Sake of Hokusetsu Sake Brewery Co.,Ltd. raised in nature of Sado Island.
I tried to express a heart of Japanese to enjoy taste of sake with seasonal scenes in my work.
Ojiyachijimi, it's one of traditional hemp fabrics produced by Mizuta Co., Ltd. in Ojiya, Niigata.
I tried to express a heart of Japanese to host their guests with seasonal motifs in my work.
Traditional furniture made by ISHIMOKU Co.Ltd. in Kamo, Niigata.
I tried to express a heart of Japanese to love tradition and modernity together in my work.
Hokusetsu Sake Brewery Co., Ltd. http://sake-hokusetsu.com/
Established in 1884, Hokusetsu Brewery has always cherished climate, natural features and people of Sado Island. Hokusetsu adds Japanese traditional technique that has been handed down
for several generation to this rice in order to make the best sake.
Please enjoy our selection of Hokusetsu, a selection that can only be made from the island and
the people of Sado Island. We will continue to providing the best sake possible from Sado.
Daiginjyo YK35
This premium brand of YK35 is made from Yamada-Nishiki-rice which is known as great
ingredient for sake. Yamada-Nishiki-rice is first polished to 35% of its original size and then
fermented for 40days at 10°C before becoming Dai-Ginjyo.
Junmai Daiginjo Koshitanrei
After 15 years of planning and testing, Koshitanrei was born from rice which Hokusetsu brewer
himself harvested specially for this sake..
In order to bring out the best from this rice, Koshitanrei is made using a special procedure called
“Gokkann Tsukuri”. Contains rich flavor and crisp after taste.
MIZUTA Co., Ltd.
http://www.iono.jp/
We are interior textile makers of Ojiya-shi, Niigata presenting silk and the product of the hemp
material with a "cloth gallery" brand and perform plan, production, all of the sale.
I change the textile of this highest grade quality with a tradition of 1200 to the interior accessory
of the trainer in we cloth gallery in modern usual times, and suggestion sells it.
OJIYA CHIJIMI
High-quality hemp cloth is Ojiya chijimi. The Ojiya chijimiis 100% of hemp. A unique irregularity
called "シボ" is a characteristic. We make it with handwork by the traditional manufacturing
method one by one. I follow the traditional culture that Ojiya can be proud of to the world from
now on and inherit it.
ISHIMOKU Co.，Ltd http://www.ishimoku.co.jp
ISHIMOKU Co., Ltd. is an innovative company that unifies traditional furniture making methods
and new design tastes in modern life.
KIRIKO MODERN
A brand name for furniture and items produced by ISHIMOKU Co., Ltd.
It represents Japanese tradition, high quality and elegance.
September25ArtStudio http://september25.biz
Fascinated by the beauty of colors, I have painted on glasses and fabrics for two decades.
I put my hope ”Color your life” into my works. I appreciate if you feel that concept from them.
The Principal of September 25 Art Studio
Ayako Endo
Niigata Studio: 1-33-18 Kobari, Nishi-ku, Niigata-shi, Niigata
Tokyo Studio: 2F 1-6-5 Muromachi, Nihonbashi, Chuo-ku, Tokyo
Atelier: 1976-2 Kakudahama, Nishiura-ku, Niigata-shi, Niigata
Phone +81-25-211-4757 Mobile +81-90-2432-9128 sep25endo@gmail.com

